In 1978 remains. we had started something amazing never forget. And the feeling that together with their wives, sons and glorious day in May 2015 when the team's first and only College Championship title. 1985, and compiling a 63–6 record of College Nationals in 1984, the Fools Fest East, the semifinals a number of steps further, making Clarke and David Gitter. Shields, Kevin Lewis, Bruce Kuo, Ed that would add Karim Basta, Paul Toumayan and Matt Karowe. eventual champs) and had attracted the best team in the Ivies. We made Cornell, Princeton, UMass, Duke, BAD, Rude Boys, Knights of Nee, NJ Glassboro. better clubs of the day (Heifers, Virginia). The only team we could never conquer was the mighty Cornell, Princeton, UMass, Duke, BAD, Rude Boys, Knights of Nee, NJ Glassboro. better clubs of the day (Heifers, Virginia). The only team we could never conquer was the mighty

...in circumstances to help that the violence did not stop the encouragement after 30 years. It was then that the decision for the team was made. The transformation from a...
two months? play—offensively and defensively? the logistics, especially with two
mark of a true Penn team! punching above their height—the
relate to—short, smart players Andy: Well, finally something I can
set plays, etc. mix up different offensive looks, run
throw some junk where appropriate, team that is definitely height
Void: Well, we are a fast, quick
The spring season's goal was to
played at least 40 games a season
Hanover, N.H. (Dartmouth). We
of Virginia) and as far north as
though we did travel as far south
never played in the Midwest,
Finn tournament) and to regionals
to the qualification round based on
and just missed out on advancing
games to Michigan and Alabama
We played well, but lost two close
Easterns qualification tournament.
focus, and we recently traveled
have a full-time coach, Darryl
and tournaments we attend and
bring everyone to the other games
players of varying ability. We then
opportunity to compete with
October, so everyone gets an
tournament which we host in
X & Y teams for the Flickadelphia
Void: In the fall, we split evenly into
practice schedule hasn't changed!
and administrative buildings. Well,
known as Hill Field which is now
spring, we played on a dust bowl
Friday night. And in the fall and
gym from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. on a
were lucky to get the old Hutch
winter play, incredible! I clearly
A dome over a full field for
in the wrong era!
I definitely played
I definitely played

The mark of a true Penn team!